
























brake_arm=Holds the brake pad and works off of a pivot point to stop the bike by squeezing the rim..
&brake_cantilever=Caliper brakes in which the pivot point is below the rim and attached to the frame or fork.
&brake_lever=Mounted to the handlebar; is squeezed to apply brakes to the rim.
&brake_pad=Made of leather or rubber; presses against the wheel rim when the brakes are applied.
&cable=This tells the brakes to work.
&cable_carrier=This holds the cables in place.
&chain=Transfers power from the pedals to the drive-wheel and propels the bicycle.
&chain_stay=Runs parallel to the chain and connects the bottom bracket to the rear dropouts.
&crank=Includes the bottom bracket, 2 crankarms, and 1 or more chainrings.
&crank_arm=Lever arm that attaches to the pedal at one end and the bottom bracket spindle at other end.
&crank_hanger=The bearing assembly that allows the crankset to rotate in the bottom-bracket shell.
&derailleur=The mechanism moving your chain from one sprocket to another.
&down_tube=Connects head tube to crank hanger.
&dust_cap=Prevents dust or other small particle from entering a valve and causing damage.
&frame=This is the main structure of a bicycle.
&front_fork=Holds the front wheel and steers bicycle.
&gear_cluster=Set of sprockets to which the chain attaches.
&grip=This is where you hold onto the handlebars.
&handlebar=This is the part used to steer.
&handlebar_stem=This part is used by the handlebars to steer.
&head_tube=Contains the headset, which interfaces with the fork.
&hub=This is the center axis of the wheel.
&jockey_wheel=Small circular wheel used to guide the chain, and move the chain laterally from cog to cog
&pedal=The part of a bicycle where you place your foot.
&quick_release_nut=A tightening lever and shaft used to attach a wheel to the fork or rear dropouts without using axel nuts
&reflector=This reflects light allowing others to see the bicycle at night.
&saddle=This is where you sit on a bicycle.
&seat_clamp=This part holds the seat in place on the post.
&seat_post=This part holds the seat up in position.
&seat_post_clamp=This allows the seat to be moved up and down.
&seat_stay=Connect the top of the seat tube to the rear dropouts.
&seat_tube=Contains the seatpost which connects to the saddle.
&shifting_lever=This allows for different resistance levels.
&spoke=One of a number of rods radiating from the hub of a wheel and connecting the hub to the outer wheel.
&sprocket=This is a circular, multiple toothed piece of metal that engages a chain.
&tension_roller=One of the 2 small sprockets in the rear derailleur.
&tire=This is the rubber, outer part of the wheel.
&top_tube=The top, horizontal frame tube, which connects between the head tube and the seat tube.
&valve_core=This allows air in and out of the tires.
&valve_stem_cap=This cap screws onto the valve core.
&wheel_rim=This is the metal inside of the wheel structure.
&brake_arm_T=Brake Arm
&brake_cantilever_T=Brake Cantilever
&brake_lever_T=Brake Lever
&brake_pad_T=Brake Pad
&cable_T=Cable
&cable_carrier_T=Cable Carrier
&chain_T=Chain
&chain_stay_T=Chain Stay
&crank_T=Crank
&crank_arm_T=Crank Arm
&crank_hanger_T=Crank Hanger
&derailleur_T=Derailleur
&down_tube_T=Down Tube
&dust_cap_T=Dust Cap
&frame_T=Frame
&front_fork_T=Front Fork
&gear_cluster_T=Gear Cluster
&grip_T=Grip
&handlebar_T=Handlebar
&handlebar_stem_T=Handlebar Stem
&head_tube_T=Head Tube
&hub_T=Hub
&jockey_wheel_T=Jockey Wheel
&pedal_T=Pedal
&quick_release_nut_T=Quick Release Nut
&reflector_T=Reflector
&saddle_T=Saddle
&seat_clamp_T=Seat Clamp
&seat_post_T=Seat Post
&seat_post_clamp_T=Seat Post Clamp
&seat_stay_T=Seat Stay
&seat_tube_T=Seat Tube
&shifting_lever_T=Shifting Lever
&spoke_T=Spoke
&sprocket_T=Sprocket
&tension_roller_T=Tension Roller
&tire_T=Tire
&top_tube_T=Top Tube
&valve_core_T=Valve Core
&valve_stem_cap_T=Valve Stem Cap
&wheel_rim_T=Wheel Rim





























